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Abstract  
A k-partite graph in which each partite set has the same number of vertices is said to be a 
balanced k-partite graph. We show that a balanced 3-partite graph G = (Vl U V2 U V3,E) (l Vii = n), 
is hamiltonian, if for any two nonadjacent vertices uE~ and vE~ (l~<i<j~<3) of G, the 
following condition is satisfied: IN(u) n ~1 + IN(v) n v~ I >~n + 1. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1. In t roduct ion  
In this paper, we deal with simple graphs. For a vertex v, N(v) is the set of vertices 
adjacent o v. For a subset S of V(G), (S) denotes the subgraph of G induced by S, 
and N(S) = Uv~s N(v). 
A hamiltonian cycle (resp. path) of G is a cycle (resp. path) which contains all 
vertices of G. A k-partite graph in which each partite set has the same number of 
vertices is said to be a balanced k-partite graph. A k-regular spanning subgraph of G 
is said to be a k-factor. If  P := vl, v2 .. . . .  vk is a path of graph G and i ~<j, then we 
denote P[vi, vj] :-- vi, Vi+l .. . . .  Vj-l, vj, and P[vj, vi] := vj, vj-1 .... , vi+l, vi. 
Moon and Moser [3] obtained the following result on hamiltonicity of a balanced 
bipartite graph. 
Theorem A (Moon and Moser [3]). Let G be a balanced bipartite graph of order 2n 
(n >~2). Then the following statements hold: 
(1) I f  f(G)>-n/2, then G is hamiltonian. 
(2) I f  for any two nonadjacent vertices u and v of G, d(u) + d(v)>~n + 1, then G 
is ham~tonian. 
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Moreover, Chen et al. [1] give the following Dirac-type condition for a balanced 
k-partite graph to be hamiltonian. 
Theorem B (Chen et al. [1]). Let G be a balanced k-partite graph of order kn. I f  
the minimum degree I' 
k + 2 n if k is even, 
then G is hamiltonian. 
In the paper, we show the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a balanced 3-partite graph of order 3n with partite sets 
Vl, V2,/:3 (1~[--n). 1f for any two nonadjacent vertices uE Vi and vE Vjj (1 ~<i<j~<3), 
IN(u) M Vj- I + IN(v) A V//I ~>n + 1, 
then G is hamiltonian. 
Note. In Theorem 1, the induced subgraph of V//U Vj (1 ~<i<j~<3) is a balanced bi- 
partite graph satisfying the condition of Theorem A(2). So (~ U Vjj) is hamiltonian and 
has a 1-factor. 
In order to prove this theorem, we use the following theorem. A graph G with a 
1-factor is said to be an HA C-graph (abbreviation for hamiltonian alternating cycle 
graph) if every 1-factor in G is contained in a hamiltonian cycle of G. A graph G 
with a 1-factor is said to be an HAP-graph (abbreviation for hamiltonian alternating 
path graph) if every 1-factor in G is contained in a hamiltonian path of G. 
Theorem C (Las Vergnas [2]). Let G be a balanced bipartite graph of order 2n 
with partite sets Vl, V2 (l~l---n). If for each pair x,y of nonadjacent vertices with 
x E Vl, y E V2, we have 
Case 1: d(x) + d(y)>~n + 2, 
Case 2: d(x) + d(y)>/n + 1, 
then, in Case 1, G is an HAC-graph, and, in Case 2, G is an HAP-graph. 
2. Proof of Theorem I 
Proof of Theorem 1. If n~<2, G=Kn, n,n is clearly hamiltonian. So we assume that 
n/> 3 and the result is not true. Let G be a maximal nonhamiltonian balanced 3-partite 
graph satisfying the conditions of the theorem. 
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Claim 1. G contains a hamiltonian path P:=xl ,y l ,Z l ,X2 . . . . .  z~_l,xn, y, ,z , ,  where 
Xi C VII, Yi E V2 and zi C V3. 
Proof of Claim 1. By the Note, (Vi@ Vj) has a 1-factor for all l<<.i<j<~3. Let F 1'2 
and F 2'3 be 1-factors of (V~ tA/~) and (112 U V3), respectively. Then F=F 1'2 tAF 2'3 is a 
subgraph which consists of n disjoint paths pt (l = 1 . . . . .  n) of length two. We define 
{ui} = v(p i )N  Vl, {vi} = V(pi )N V3. We construct a new balanced bipartite graph Gl 
with partite sets V1, V3 from G as follows: 
(1) V (G I )= VII U V3, where V1 ={ul ,u2 . . . . .  u.} and V3={oI,V2 . . . . .  Vn}. 
(2) E(G1) = {uivj l uivj EE(G)} t3 {uivi] {ui, v~} C v(pi)}.  
Then Gl contains a 1-factor FI = {uivi l l  <~i<.n}. And for any two nonadjacent ver- 
tices uE V1, vE/I3, we see that dc~(u)+ dc,(V)>>.n + 1. Then there exists a hamilto- 
nian path Q := u j,, v j,, uj~, vg2 . . . . .  u j,,, v j,, which contains all edges of Fl by Theorem C. 
Replacing each edge uj, vj~ by the path pJk, and relabeling the vertices, we obtain a 
hamiltonian path P:=x l ,y j , z l ,x2  . . . . .  Z~_l,x~,y~,z~ (x iE~I ,Y iEV2,z iEV3)  on G 
from Q. [~ 
By the condition of Theorem 1, there exist two vertices xk and zk such that 
xkz~ cE(G)  and zkxl EE(G).  Since G is not hamiltonian, xk is neither xl nor x,, and zk 
is neither z~ nor z,. 
Claim 2. P[xk+l,zn] contains a vertex set {ym,Zm} such that zmEN(yk)  and 
Ym C N(zk-  l ). 
Proof of Claim 2. We first show that Yk is not adjacent o Zk-1. If  ykzk-1 EE(G),  we 
obtain the following hamiltonian cycle: 
yk,P[zk-I,Xl ],P[zk,z,], P[xk, yk]. 
Now we define A1 = {zilYiZk-t EE(G)} and B1 = {zilziyk cE(G)} .  I f  zi EAI A B1 
for any i c { 1,2,. . . ,  k - 1 }, then 
yk ,P[zi,zk- I ],P[yi,xl ],P[zk,zn ],P[xk, Yk ] 
is a hamiltonian cycle. And zk q~Ai by ykzk-I ~E(G).  Thus for all iE {1,2, . . . ,k},  
each vertex zi is not in AINB1.  Furthermore, if Ai AB1 =0,  then IN(Yk)n V31 + 
IN(zk-1) n V21= IAj[ + [Blf~ <n. This is a contradiction. So Claim 2 holds. [] 
In the case n = 3 or z,, = zn, we obtain a hamiltonian cycle. Thus, we assume that 
n~>4 and m<n.  
Claim 3. P[Xm+I,Z.] contains a vertex subset {xt, yt} such that x tEN(yk - l )  and 
yt cN(xk+l ). 
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Proof of Claim 3. First we show that Yk-I and xk+l are nonadjacent vertices. If edge 
yk-lXk+l exists in G, we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
P[yk,zk],P[xl, Yk-1],P[xk+I, ym],P[zk-I,Xk],P[Zn,Zm], yk.
Let A2 = {Yi Ix~yk-~ EE(G)} and B2 = {YilYiXk+l EE(G)}. Clearly Yk ~B2. For any 
iC{1,2 . . . . .  k -  1}, Yi does not belong to A2 nB2, because 
P[yk,zk],P[xl,xi],P[yk-l, yi],P[xk+l, ym],P[zk-l,xk],P[zn,Zm], Yk 
is a hamiltonian cycle. And for any iE {k + l,k + 2 . . . . .  m}, if Yi is in A2 NB2, then 
we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
P[yl~,Zk ],P[x|, yk-1],P[xi,x,~ +I],P[yi, Ym],P[z,~--1,Xk ],P[zn,Zm], yk. 
Furthermore, if A2 fqB2 =0, then IN(xk+,) n ~[ + IN(yk_1)A Vj I = IAzl + IB2I <n. This 
is a contradiction. So Claim 3 holds. [] 
Now Xm is not adjacent o zt, otherwise we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
P[yk, zk],P[xl,zk-1],P[ym, yt],P[xk+l,Xm],P[zt,Zn],P[xk, Yk].
To complete the proof, we consider the degree sum of two nonadjacent vertices Xm 
and zt. 
Claim 4. Let S = {x i I xizt E E (G)  } and T = {xi I z i -  1Xm E E(G)} ,  where subscripts are 
taken modulo n. Then the following statements hold: 
(1) For all iE{2,3 . . . . .  k -  1}tA{k+2,k+3 .... ,n}, xif~SAT. 
(2) xk ~T. 
(3) I f  xk+l c T, then xl ~ S. 
(4) I f  xkcS then xl ~ T. 
Proof of Claim 4. (1) In each of the following cases, if there exists a vertex i E S N T, 
we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
(1.a) For all iE {2,3 .. . . .  k -  1}: 
P[yl,,zk],P[xl,zi-1],P[x,,,,xk+~ ],P[yt, ym],P[zk-1 ,xi],P[zt,z,,],P[xk, Yk]. 
(1.b) For all iC {k+2,k+3 .... ,m}: 
P[yk,zk],P[Xl,Zk--I],P[y~, yt],P[xk+I,Zi--I],P[xm,xi],P[zt,Zn],P[xk, yk]. 
(1.C) For all iE {m+ 1,m +2, . . . , t} :  
P[yk,zk ],P[xl,zk-l ],P[ym,Zi-1],P[xm,Xk+l ],P[yt,xi],P[zt,zn],P[xk, Yk]. 
(1.d) For iE { t+ l , t+2 .. . . .  n}: 
P[yk,zk],P[x~ ,zk-~],P[y,,, y,],P[xk+~,x,,],P[zi_~,zt],e[x,z,],P[xk, Yk]. 
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(2) If xk E T, then we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
P[Yk, zk], P[Xl, Yk- 1], P[xt, Ym], Zk-1, P[Xm, Xk+! ], P[Yt, zn], P[xk, Yk]. 
(3) I f  Xk+l E T and Xl ES, then we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
P[Yk, zk], P[xm, Xk+ 1 ], P[Yt, Ym], P[zk-1, Xl ], P[zt, zn], P{xk, Yk]. 
(4) If xk ES and Xl E T then we obtain a hamiltonian cycle: 
P[yk,zk ],P[Xl,Zk-1],P[ym, Yt],P[xk+l,Xm],P[zn,zt],P[xk, y ]. [] 
By Claim 4, we obtain that IN(x,,) N 1/31 + ]N(zt) N VII = IS I + I TI ~< n, contradicting 
the hypothesis. Therefore Theorem 1 holds. [] 
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